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THE DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS FOR QUANTITATIVE CLINICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE FRACTURE HEALING

The quantitative measurement is required for fracture healing evaluation in clinical studies approaching toward Evidence Based Medicine. Realistic and quantitative evaluation of fracture healing may create a new era for orthopedic trauma science. The analysis of various factors, including biological, pharmacological, physical, mechanical, genetic and others, influence on fracture healing remains a great challenge in orthopedic medicine.

A reliable method should allow the determination of adequate union by its strength, quality, and quantity, but the busy orthopedic surgeon requires suitable methods with user-friendly interface to implement them into daily clinical practice. Authors describe various methods including radiography, Computed Tomography, Ultrasound imaging, Ultrasonometry, and Computer Aided Diagnosis (RODIA, 3D Reconstructor). Most accurate methods as histology or mechanical testing are suitable in experimental studies less likely used clinically. Clinically validated and tested methods usually utilize X-ray and CT data. Computer Aided Diagnostics may enhance and support managing the patients, clinical trials and practical applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is a lack of consensus in the assessment of fracture healing of long bones fractures among orthopedic surgeons. The decision to intervene in an effort to promote fracture healing may be influenced by varying definitions of nonunion and delayed union. The daily practice assessment of fracture healing is mostly a clinically relevant. Subjective physical examination of bone union may not lead to correct conclusions, so an assessment using a more objective method of analyzing the degree of healing of a fracture is required for the identification of the completion of fracture healing, and treatment discontinuation. Histological evaluation is considered a method finally determining diagnosis however as an invasive method it may not be applicable in most clinical cases.

Definite measurements may lead to improve refractures prediction, healing monitoring, and rationale treatment. This would provide quantitative assessment of the fracture healing progress. The analysis of how various factors including...
biological, pharmacological, physical, mechanical, genetic and others influence fracture healing may be evaluated with precise quantitative measurements of the healing quality and duration.

Fracture healing is a fundamental, specialized process leading to restoration of bone integrity and function. Repair impairment leads to delayed union or nonunion. Almost 10% of all of the fractures annually will require further interventions (including surgical) because of healing disturbances. The early identification of impaired healing patterns may result in the alteration of treatment to introduce as early as possible the optimal treatment leading to recovery instead of delayed or nonunion. Quantitative methods evaluation of fracture healing is required for Evidence Based Medicine. Surgeon’s experience dependent clinical evaluation of bone union is mostly utilized in practice. Dating of fracture healing on the basis of radiographic appearance is rarely reported in the literature. Many articles on fracture repair and dating are derived from animal studies focusing on histological changes. Fracture repair initiates immediately after the fracture and consists of three overlapping stages: inflammatory phase (5–7 days), reparative phase (4–40 days), and remodeling (months to years) [76]. The reparative phase encompasses radiographic visualization (fracture line changes, callus formation) of “normal fracture healing” with some overlap into the remodelling phase. However, many factors, including patient status, tissue variables, and treatment method can alter this sequence of events and influence the time when one would expect to see the first radiological signs of healing. All current methods have limitations in reliability, artifacts, radiation hazards, subjectivity, or costs. This fact often leads to a delay in the diagnosis of impaired fracture healing, and consequently, to a delay in starting appropriate treatment, and contributes to the difficulties in managing impaired fracture healing. Perfect measurable definitions of union, delayed union, nonunion, pseudoarthrosis, refracture does not exist. The optimal, noninvasive method should allow to: determine time of bone union, time for hardware removal, time of loading, prediction of impairment, effectiveness of treatment and influence of various factors. The aim of this study is to overview methods developed for quantitative clinical assessment of the fracture healing useful in clinical practice and clinical trials including fracture healing enhancement methods [17, 30, 48, 52, 59, 63, 119].

Ultrasoundometry

Ultrasound is widely used in medicine because of its diagnostic potential and safety. Ultrasonic measurements are non-destructive utilizing no ionizing radiation. The ultrasonic measurement of bone has gained great interest due to its potential to reflect material, mechanical and structural properties. Through-transmission mode of ultrasonic examination is widely used for bone quality assessment. The primary interest in recent years has focused on the ultrasonic wave propagation through bones to assess of osteoporosis [12, 13, 18, 41, 42, 61, 62, 65, 84, 83, 88, 91, 117]. In the context of bone healing, the ultrasonic measurements have the potential to monitor the course of healing, detect healing progress inhibition (e.g., delayed unions or nonunions) and quantitatively assess bone union. Ultrasound has been employed as a monitoring tool in fracture healing [1- 3, 37-39, 42, 68-70, 92, 106]. The velocity of ultrasound wave propagation utilizing so-called axial-transmission technique is used as an indicator of healing. The technique applications have been found to be suitable to examining long bones. However, the pattern of velocity evolution as healing progresses has not been quantified, and no distinction has been made between partially healed
bones and nonunions. Major disadvantages of the percutaneous applications are that the overlying soft tissues affect the repeatability and accuracy of the measurements and that they are only applicable to peripheral skeletal sites. Tibia, ulna and partially radius are anatomically well exposed to ultrasonometric examination.

The soft-tissue thickness, cortical bone thickness and fracture gap width, depth [67, 91, 120] and particularly the quality of the material within the fracture gap and fracture callus influence on FAS wave velocity. Transducers are rarely implanted and located on the bone surfaces in the vicinity of the fracture site [70, 96].

When the wavelength is comparable to, or smaller than, the thickness of the bone cortex, the FAS corresponds to a lateral (or head) wave propagating along the bone subsurface at the bulk wave velocity. Therefore, the first-arriving signal of the ultrasonic wave propagates mainly through superficial layer of the bone just underneath the periosteum.

When the wavelength is comparable to or greater than the cortical thickness, the tubular bone geometry acts as a waveguide supporting the generation and propagation of additional wave modes.

Broadband attenuation, important for trabecular bone assessment was rarely mentioned in ultrasonic fracture healing monitoring literature.

The transmitter and receiver are placed on each side of the fracture site at exactly known distance between them. The transducers (transmitter and receiver) are placed on the skin on each side of the fracture site. The transit time of the first-arriving ultrasound wave is measured and the result is divided by transmitter-receiver distance. The velocity of ultrasonic waves propagating along the long axis of bone is determined by the first-arriving signal (FAS) [43, 97].

Animal [1, 36] and clinical studies [2, 34, 75, 38-40, 42, 43] have demonstrated that the propagation velocity across fractured bones gradually increases during healing. The examination requires measuring the contralateral intact bone to compare the result. Previous investigations clinical [2, 3, 25, 34, 38-40, 42, 43, 106] and experimental [1, 36] have demonstrated that the achieved bone union is represented by the velocity that equals or exceeds 80% of the contralateral intact bone.

Typically used devices for fracture healing monitoring operate frequencies in the range from 0.2 MHz to 2.5 MHz. Protopappas et al. [96, 97] have recently introduced, successfully tested and validated an integrated telemedicine system for both the monitoring and enhancement of fracture healing in long bones [70, 96]. They implanted a pair of ultrasound transducers into the fracture region, and a wearable device which wirelessly communicates data to a centralized data storage unit.

The system is designed for monitoring of the healing process in long bones. A pair of ultrasound transducers is mounted on a frame with fixed distance between transducers. The transducers contact with the skin directly above the examined bone on both sides of the fracture site. Fracture healing monitoring uses axial transmission mode. The circular transducers generate and receive longitudinal waves at their resonant frequency (1 MHz, 70% broadband). The device is interconnected to the PC for the transfer of the acquired data. The system collects effective and reliable ultrasound measurements. The measurement is safe and well tolerated by the patients and was accepted for its clinical use by Bioethical Committee of Medical University.
Ultrasound imaging

Fracture healing and its impairment have been identified by ultrasonography (US) and at an earlier stage than by radiography. [80, 81, 98-100]. Linear array transducers with frequencies ranging from 3.5 to 10+ MHz have been used in patients to evaluate bone healing. Transducer choice depends on the depth of bone being scanned. Penetration depth of the ultrasound is inversely correlated with frequency. A high frequency transducer will create an image with better resolution. Ultrasound imaging in fracture healing provides valuable information on callus quality [40, 68, 69, 82]. Criteria used for a healed fracture are based on echogenicity and the structure and surface of the fractured bone. Callus formation is ultrasonographically assessed using several criteria namely: haematoma organization, bone edges resorption, the echogenic density of tissue bridging the fracture gap, callus mineralization, and continuity of the bone surface. Intramedullary nail or internal callus may be identified until bone surface continuity is restored.

Six distinct time correlated US stages of bone healing have been reported.

Sharp, well defined bony edges are seen US in the first stage (7–11 days). Hypoechoic hematoma lies superficial to, and in the fracture gap. In the 2nd stage (10–16 days), the edges of the fracture gap become less sharply delineated. On either side of the fracture gap periosteal reaction becomes visible and creates so-called “collars” [40, 68, 69, 98-100]. Twenty days after fracture the image may show mixed echogenic tissue that begins to calcify. This, 3rd stage ranges from 20 to 35 day after fracture [40, 50, 68, 69, 98-100]. Radiographs at this time still do not have evidence of healing or reaction [100]. The US image in the fracture gap becomes more homogeneous in the 4th stage (35–50 days), and the acoustic shadow returns because of progressive mineralization. Well developed callus is usually greater than presented on the radiogram. Callus became progressively more hyperechoic with its structure changing from homogeneous (fresh hematoma) to inhomogeneous, and then to homogeneous again with mature callus formation. Radiographs at this time have signs of a calcifying periosteal callus. The callus begins to remodel in the 5th stage (50–90 days). The high difference in acoustic impedance between mineralized tissue and soft tissue reappear that may lead to reflection artifacts. In the latest stage (90–140 days) remodeling continues. Longitudinally oriented reverberation artifacts appear caused by the difference in acoustic impedance between bony surface and soft tissues. Their orientations parallel to the bony surface. The amount of callus varies considerably with age, the stability of the fixation, and fracture location. The amount of callus visible on radiographs depends on its mineralization and maturation (cancellous into lamellar bone).

Ultrasound provides useful and detailed view of fracture healing but it should be used as a complementary method together with radiogram. The disadvantage of ultrasonographic evaluation of the fracture healing, is the fact that US is considered to be operator dependent. The physician performing ultrasonographic evaluation should remember that the probe evaluates a small section of bone at a time and longitudinal scan is necessary to avoid missing part of the fracture line. Ultrasound image can be used to document complete fracture healing earlier than conventional radiogram in long bone fractures.

Radiology

The regenerating bone, newly formed bone and achievement of union during fracture healing usually are assessed by observing standard plain radiographs. Direct evaluation of the radiogram by orthopaedic surgeon or skeletal radiologist for fracture healing assessment and prognosis is most frequently used. Dating of fracture healing on the basis of radiographic appearance is not often reported in the literature. Islam et al. [55] established a timetable for expected
radiographic changes visible during bone healing in otherwise healthy children. Most of the articles on fracture repair and dating are derived from animal studies focusing on histological changes. Hammer et al. [49] have shown that the probability of correct radiological evaluation of the stage of union in tibial fractures is only about 50%. Panjabi et al. [95] measured different predictive variables on plain radiography in a standardized fracture model in rabbits and concluded the information gained from standard radiographs was not sufficient to accurately predict the strength of a healing fracture. Oblique radiographs are thought to be helpful [29].

Wade and Richardson [122] suggested that clinical or radiological methods are inaccurate, but together provide a good indicator in clinical practice when a fracture has healed. Young et al. [125] evidenced that radiographs are relatively insensitive and cannot predict the mechanical properties of the regenerate bone quantitatively. The introduction of digital radiography improves quantifying radiographs [32]. A noninvasive method to assess the fracture healing may utilize digital radiography [57] as well plain classic X-ray. The investigations were performed on a series of consecutively collected radiographs of patients prospectively observed in out-patient fracture clinic. Images were digitalized using steady positioned 5 Mpixel digital camera. This method was sensitive in assessing visit to visit healing progress. The high correlation between the optical density average value and the clinical assessment was evidenced. An aluminium step wedge placement on selected images and a region of interest outline around the fracture callus is necessary for further quantitative analysis. Methods enhancing radiological evaluation enormously improve reliability of the quantitative assessment. Tiedeman et al. [115] photometrically assessed the bone density and found a strong correlation (r² = 0.79) between the intensity of light transmitted through standard radiographs and bending rigidity using a fracture model in dogs. Several features of digital radiography suggest its use in predicting the status in fracture healing: the improved detector efficiency, the wide exposure latitude, and the capabilities of digital processing [77].

Digital radiography allows for early assessment of the newly formed callus. In addition, the zoom image capability of the workstation can be used to examine radiographs under higher magnification.

Radiographs of fracture cases are assessed usually by orthopaedic surgeon or skeletal radiologist. Following radiographic determinants of fracture healing are commonly used:
- the presence of sharp or blurred fracture margins;
- loss of distinct fracture line;
- a gap between fracture fragments (measured in millimetres) in actual X-ray and compared with earlier radiographs to determine changes in spacing;
- bone density (sclerotic fracture margins);
- periosteal reaction and its subsequent incorporation into the cortex;
- presence of callus (w/ IM nail or external fixator);
- callus density (compared with that of adjacent cortex);
- bridging (partial or whole) at the fracture site;
- remodeling, determined by a loss of a focal cortical bump or an increase in the obtuse angle of new bone with cortex.
- restoration of cortical continuity.

In conservatively treated cases with cast the accuracy of detecting particular radiographic features decreases. Fracture margins are blurred on almost 60% of radiographs obtained 1 week after injury. Periosteal reaction is rather not observed on any radiograph obtained before 2 weeks but it is evident 4 weeks after injury. After 7 weeks, periosteal new
bone seems to be separable from cortex on only 10% of radiographs, and remains separable in 11% 13 weeks after injury. Periosteal incorporation in cortex is not visible after 3 weeks and is present in almost 60% after 10 weeks.

Fracture gap widens 2 weeks after injury in 10% of the cases. It is noted in more than 50% of radiographs 4 and 6 weeks after fracture, but is rarely seen after 7 weeks. The gap size decrease after 8 or more weeks after injury in more than 90% of fractures. Sclerotic edges at the fracture margins rarely appear 2 weeks after injury. Highest density at the fracture margins is observed in most of the fracture cases (85%) from 4 to 6 weeks after fracture.

An increase in bone density compared with that of adjacent bone at the fracture margin is not visible any more after 11 weeks. Callus calcification was not evidenced before 2 weeks after injury. It is well seen 4 weeks after injury. In 50% of fractures between 8 and 10 weeks after injury callus density is lower than that of adjacent cortex. Callus density steady rise after 10 weeks and achieve a density equal to or greater than that of cortex in 90% of cases.

Three weeks after injury partial bridging may be noted. Bridging is evidenced in 50% of fractures at 8 weeks. The full bridge of fracture after 10 weeks in 40% (disappearance of fracture line). Remodelling may not be observed earlier than 4 weeks after injury, but evidence of remodelling after 8 weeks is obvious.

Computer tomography

Computed tomography (CT) provides a 3-dimensional dataset of X-ray attenuation coefficients expressed in Hounsfield’s units. Computer Tomography shows some advantages over conventional X-rays in evaluation of early fracture healing. It may provide additional information in selected cases [15, 26, 35, 107].

Braunstein et al. [15] have found that Computed Tomography may be of value in the evaluation of fractures of long bones in those cases in which clinical examination and plain radiographs fail to give adequate information as to the status of healing. A little overall accuracy of the radiologic fracture healing measurement is added by CT scan evaluation [107] and isotope scans [112].

The presence of metallic implants is a limiting factor. Metabolic activity cannot be measured, and no functional imaging can be performed with CT. Methods of fracture healing assessment described by Grigorian et al. [47] are reliable tools that are able to detect early changes in normal bone healing and may serve as useful additions to subjective image analysis in monitoring fracture healing in clinical trials.

Quantitative evaluation showed good intraobserver and interobserver reproducibility and a statistically significant correlation to qualitative changes.

Grigoryan et al. [47] compared qualitative assessment of conventional radiography to quantitative and qualitative features of fracture healing using volumetric computed tomography (CT). Quantitative assessment of CT density changes (Hounsfield units [HU]) in the fracture gap. They used MEDx multimodality image analysis software to perform analysis by drawing freeform regions of interest (ROI) covering the fracture gap on baseline (week 1) images and by automated registration of the follow-up images to the baseline co-ordinate system.

Blurring of fracture margins, similarly to radiographic findings, remains the earliest observed sign of healing that appears almost 3 weeks after injury on CT images.

Earlier detection of evident external callus formation is possible with CT technique. Compared with conventional X-rays, CT images allow for more complete and detailed visualization of healing, often obscured by cast or fixation hardware superimposition.
Sclerotic fracture lines develop and subsequently disappear. The timing for this sign varies due to different fracture type. By CT images the fracture lines progressed to sclerotic by week 4 in radial fractures and 12 in tibial. Fracture margins sclerotic sign became invisible by week 12 in radial fracture and in tibial shaft fracture disappeared by week 16. External Callus formation of the periosteal reactive bone appears as early as 4 weeks postfracture with mean time of the first appearance approximately 7 weeks on CT scan. CT image intensity allows performing quantitative evaluation.

In daily practice CT may be used for cases to ensure the treating physician of the degree of healing based on clinical exam and the appearance on conventional radiographs.

Computer Tomography may be sensitive enough to be used in clinical research involving the early stages of fracture healing and to evaluate more complex issues such as occult fractures, soft tissue injury, and fixation hardware–bone interaction. CT with volumetric reconstruction appears to offer the best balance between convenience, cost, availability, and ability to quantify calcified tissue changes. Own experience is based on 57 patients, 29 women and 28 men, with 61 long bone fractures examined to determine the quality of bone union using spiral Computer Tomography (GE Pro Speed SX, Slice width 2-3 mm, table shift 3-4 mm, image reconstruction 1,5 mm, 120 kV, 100 mAs). Patients were examined averagely 56 weeks after fracture. Multiplanar and volumetric reconstructions determined fracture healing impairment in all except one patient (28 delayed unions and 32 nonunions). Late Computer Tomography exam allows to determine fracture fragments location, and fracture gap size and finally to confirm delayed union. However, some doubts remain while formulating definitive CT diagnosis.

The CT results may be improved by quantitative exam procedure utilizing peripheral QCT. Calibration compares examined bone and phantom containing known concentration of bone mineral equivalent [104, 105]. All the different modalities were used to predict the mechanical stability of the healing bones.

DEXA

Dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) is the most accurate technology available for measurement of bone mass in vivo. It mainly is used for the diagnosis of osteoporosis. Densitometric methods were used to demonstrate how the period of nonweightbearing after a bone injury influences the amount of bone loss [41, 121]. Further densitometric evaluation of long bones was employed to establish the stage of fracture healing. With DEXA, bone mineral density and bone mineral content can be measured as parameters of the bone density and bone mass, respectively. During the process of bone healing, mineralization of the callus leads to higher bone density and bone mass of the callus tissue. Therefore, DEXA could be useful in evaluating bone healing. A good correlation between mechanical properties and DEXA measurements has been described in a in a well-defined osteotomy model, [71, 73, 74, 78] and DEXA already has been shown to be a good predictor of atrophic nonunion in a comparable model. The fractured bone and the contralateral should be scanned simultaneously to assess DEXA Scans. Different regions of interest, bone mineral density and bone mineral content need to be measured. The values of bone mineral density and bone mineral content of the fractured bone are expressed as a percentage of the contralateral, intact tibia. Therefore, DEXA measurements possibly could be used as parameters for evaluation of fracture healing. An increase in mineralization of the callus, as measured with DEXA, leads to an increase in strength of a healing fracture [10]. There are some limitations of DEXA in evaluation of fracture healing due to examination technique and procedures. Prospective clinical studies are required to compare DEXA with other assessment methods including radiography, PET, CT and others and provide more insight.
into the role of DEXA in the assessment of fracture healing. Furthermore, the detection of hypertrophic nonunions might be difficult with DEXA. Abundant callus formation that occurs in hypertrophic nonunions could give a false positive outcome of DEXA measurements. The presence of metallic implants may produce the consequent artifacts. Markel and Bogdanske [72] reported that presence of metallic fracture fixation devices caused significant increase in the precision error, compared with measurements without fixation devices. The new software implemented to DEXA devices will probably correct the artifacts caused by metallic implants and would significantly improve the evaluation of fracture healing.

Fracture Healing Module of Relative Optical Density Image Analysis System

Direct evaluation of the radiogram for fracture healing assessment and prognosis is most frequently used. However, the radiogram may provide more information than experienced radiologist’s eye is able to see. Computer aided diagnostic (CAD) methods operate on digitalized images. The analyses of the digitalized image were introduced for bone assessment, bone regeneration around implants, bone defects or erosions or fractures healing and union prediction [103, 111]. CAD methods are rarely implemented in orthopedics. Ning et al. [90] utilized the information from pairs of orthogonal images at different stages of healing to generate a 3D reconstruction of the callus which builds up during the treatment, thus facilitating understanding and enabling assessment of the process of fracture healing. They used three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction from two orthogonal images and a Monte Carlo program MCNP4B to simulate the x-ray images. Beltrame et al. [8] proposed a useful evaluation tool to a wide clinical scenario that introduces an innovative calibration algorithm for a semi-quantitative analysis of non-standardized digitized X-ray images. They selected and analyzed three time invariant regions (ROI) of radiographs for calibration on a unique standardization scale. The accuracy of the normalization method for X-ray films was successfully validated by using an aluminum step wedge for routine X-ray exposures as tool to standardize serial radiographs (Pearson correlation test: R(2) = 0.96). The abilities of this innovative image-processing algorithm were applied to investigate the progression of the new bone deposition within ceramic scaffolds used as osteoconductive substitute in large bone defects on a large animal model.

Computer assisted densitometric image analysis (CADIA) of bone density was the first developed computerized method to improve quantification of bone density on radiographs with or without previous standardization [14, 16, 21, 53, 113, 116, 109]. Standardization covers not only geometry but image conversion to unified optical density units namely Al equivalents. CADIA allowed performing an assessment on geometrically standardized images converted in Al equivalents. Katanec et al. [56] developed the new CADIA software to quantify bone density on dental radiographs without previous standardization. They digitized radiographs with a high resolution CCD camera and performed densitometric analysis in 10 points at the edge of the bone defect. More fine observations were done by Fourmousis et al. [33]. They assessed radiographically the effects of scaling/root planning combined with antibiotic therapy using tetracycline fibers (TCF): (I) on alveolar bone density and linear descriptors and (II) on supracrestal soft tissue density. Standardized periapical radiographs served to monitor mean changes in the linear parameters and changes in density (CADIA) observed at multiple sites.

Standardized methods require all radiographs processed with the same exposure parameters set at kVp, mA, and seconds at an ISO cm focus-to-film distance and also automatic film processor. Image capture and digitization have improved recently. Methods used for digitization and image capture have changed from flatbed scanner equipped with
transparency adapter, dedicated radiographic scanners through CCD with frame grabbers, digital cameras to direct utilization of digital radiography [20, 60,114].

The later is becoming a golden standard for paperless and filmless radiography. The captured image of the radiograph is feasible to display, archive and analyse on the computer.

The range of optical densities in the radiographic image was converted into 256 gray scale values, with zero representing the black areas on the image and 256 representing the lightest area on the image. Each digitized radiogram becomes the baseline image for itself. All image capture and analysis were performed with a personal computer and 1024 x 768 resolution display. All algorithms used for the Fracture Healing Module are part of a software package (RODIA System developed for the Radiographic Assessment Enhancement) [45, 58]. All digitized images were saved on hard disk and copied on CD ROMs. The principles for algorithms were elaborated to enhance digital or digitalized radiographic image analysis. The Region of Interest around the fracture gap is determined. Widths, optical density of the fracture gap as well adjacent bone to fracture line constitute the features to compare in time. The optical density matrix is computed from digital image based on x and z co-ordinates of each point of the image. The z co-ordinate represents optical density value. 3D contour map plot for x, y and z show the bone fragment transformed into the pseudo 3-dimentional diagram assuming a surface of the solid figure available for multidirectional evaluation. An image transformation and further analysis determine fracture healing rate expressed as a per cent of the optical density value of fracture gap compared to adjacent intact bone calculated for each consecutive image.

Every examination consists of:
- input of optical density value (ODV) from ROI
- indication of approximate end points of fracture gap
- calculation of fracture gap average ODV
- calculation of area under achieved curve on the graph (2 D) based on ODV values
- comparison of the results
- results graphic visualisation, calculations and predictions.

The method precisely quantitates the result and allows detecting early steady values of optical density within fracture gap denoting delayed union. An application requires approximate localization of examined region with fairly exact image scale, rotation, etc) and image calibration and restoring system. 3D plot improves the gap shape observation and changes of its shape during fracture healing. Multiple locations probing of healing values across the fracture gap lead to reliable final healing results.

Clinical cases based on series of radiographic follow-up of the fracture patients present utility of the RODIA System and its successful application. Fracture surgeon achieves then healing rate curve and approximate union time prediction that may influence managing the patient.

Presented method of the digital image analysis together with easy image capture can be easily applied in daily clinical practice by the busy orthopedic trauma surgeon and potentially feasible for telemedical consultation [44].

Originally developed RODIA system is a set of methods supporting radiologist or non-radiologist opinion. Skeletal radiology may utilize the application for evaluation of fracture healing or general or localized relative bone density changes. These reliable tools are able to monitor changes in normal bone healing and may serve as useful objective method in clinical trials. Quantitative evaluations that show good intraobserver and interobserver reproducibility are
suitable for statistical analysis required for Evidence Based Medicine. Presented set of methods is modern, unique and inexpensive approach to classic radiology.

„3D Reconstructor”
An original software “3D Reconstructor” was developed based on three-dimensional reconstruction and measurements of various anatomical structures using DICOM files.

The loaded images sequence is initially modified i.e.: secondary layers are generated or reorganized. 3D Reconstructor v.2.0 allows also 2D reconstruction in custom surface led through data block and 3D reconstruction as well. The application is suitable for long bone fracture healing with three-dimensional presentation of fracture callus.

3D Reconstructor developed as Computer aided Diagnostic Method quantitatively has the potential to analyze details of X-ray and CT images. Enhanced evaluation of original CT DICOM files seems to be more accurate over not armed evaluation of fracture healing in selected cases. Zylkowski’s “3D Reconstructor” application reads DICOM files as well other graphical formats. The application was primarily designed for viewing, measuring and three-dimensional reconstructing of anatomical structures from image medical data (particularly for CT and MRI in neurosurgery). Its modular construction allows adding other functions spreading its applications. The bone is selected from loaded CT-sequence data for each patient based on Hounsfield units (density), starting from reference point set by user. It allows dividing the selection into sub-models by voxel’s Hounsefield’s Unit values and user defined threshold-table. The sub-models were transformed next to three-dimensional triangular meshes using implemented Marching Cubes Algorithm.

The color and transparency is set manually or automatically for each mesh. Three-dimensional model utilizes OpenGL where the user may switch on/off lights and transparency. Ortho and perspective presentations permit to perform basic measurements (distance, angle, volume).

Transparent model of bone and callus are visualized through sub models with bone (above 500HU) and callus preset values (200-500HU). Surface topograms are directed along the fracture gap with transparent isosurfaces preset at various levels of Hounsfield Units.

Fracture gap detection enhancement is made also on topograms showing rotation of the measured surface around its center for Y axis goes through fracture gap. Additionally, 2 D pseudo X-ray presentation can be reconstructed from CT DICOM file. Internal view from inside of the callus enhances 3D reconstruction for evaluation of fracture healing and bone union impairment.

In some clinical cases CAD quantitative assessment of the fracture gap and callus was successfully performed using 3D Reconstructor software. Higher accuracy of pseudoarthrosis and delayed union diagnosis was achieved utilizing “3D Reconstructor”. Computer Aided Diagnostic Methods may improve quantitative analyzing of X-ray and CT images. Still ongoing project, “3D Reconstructor” seems to be more accurate over not “armed” evaluation of original CT DICOM files of fracture healing in selected cases.

Other methods
Various methods had been described for fracture healing quantitative evaluation including: strain gauge instrumentation of fixation devices [27, 94], auscultatory percussion [64, 79], vibrational analysis [24, 31, 89], acoustic emission [54, 124], resonant methods [11, 22, 23, 92, 102, 110], impulse response [86, 87], spectral analysis [28] and scintigraphy [7, 112, 123]. Bone scintigraphy is based on metabolic activity, and therefore could be used for evaluation of bone healing.
However, it has been shown that fracture healing cannot be quantified reliably with bone scintigraphy [123]. Using scintigraphy in the determination of viability of bone grafts has not been successful either [9, 46]. Benign orthopedic conditions may benefit from use of bone positron emission tomography [78] a new imaging method using labeled fluorine (18F) as a tracer to measure bone metabolic activity. Although some research has been done to evaluate fracture healing [5] no validation for using positron emission tomography in fracture healing has been established. Moreover, positron emission tomography is an expensive imaging method and it is not available in many departments. Methods that usually address direct or indirect stiffness measurements or other features of fracture callus [25, 118]. Assessment of the bone by steady state analysis utilizes bone response to forced harmonic vibration that relies on natural frequencies which in turn are a function of stiffness and mass [4, 25]. Mechanical testing is able to measure stiffness pattern of healing in indirect and direct way [6, 19, 85, 95, 101] with either invasive or noninvasive procedures. Fractures treated with an external fixator were evaluated using strain gauges on the external fixator [85, 93], however the accuracy of measurement decreases with pin loosening. A measurement of direct stiffness is typically measured after 6–8 weeks. The tibial fractures are often the target for evaluation. Measurement may also be performed by angulation at the fracture site quantifying clinical assessment of bone union utilizing X-rays [49, 122], or surface measurements after using four point bending. If the value of the stiffness reached 7 Nm/degree (°) no fractures failed to heal after 20 weeks. The radiogram can show some evidence of bone healing indicated by calcification at the callus and fracture gap [47, 49]. Accurate measurement of angulation is available for external fixation but is not applicable to internally fixed fractures. The stiffness value of 15 Nm/° of tibial fractures in the anterior–posterior plane in patients treated with external fixators denotes healing. The method is simple to use in the clinical setting and accurate (total error of 3%). Methods described above in details including radiography, Computed Tomography, Ultrasound imaging, Ultrasonometry and Computer Aided Diagnosis (RODIA, 3D Reconstructor) utilizing X-ray and CT data were clinically validated and tested. Despite of large utility of those methods in experimental studies their practical application remains limited. Conclusions Subjective physical examination of bone union may not lead to correct conclusions, so an assessment using a more objective method of analyzing the degree of healing of a fracture is required for the identification of the completion of fracture healing, and treatment discontinuation. In general, histology is considered an excellent evaluation method however as a direct but invasive method it may not be applicable in most clinical cases. The quantitative measurement is required for fracture healing evaluation. Having definite measurements an orthopaedic trauma surgeon would be able to predict refractures, monitor healing processes, and set an exact date for the end of immobilization or fixation removal. Realistic and quantitative evaluation of fracture healing may create a new era for orthopaedic trauma science. The analysis of various factors, including biological, pharmacological, physical, mechanical, genetic and others, influence on fracture healing remains great challenge in orthopaedic medicine. Many non-invasive quantitative techniques for measuring fracture healing have been reported over the past decades. Their acceptance is not high and regular use is rare.
A reliable method should allow the determination of adequate union by its strength, quality and quantity, but the busy orthopaedic surgeon require suitable methods with user friendly interface to implement them into daily clinical practice.
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